Grace with Style
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S103
BLACKHEAD REMOVING NOSE MASK
Nose cleansing strips contours to your nose
and effectively removes blackheads and
impurities. The strong adhesive backing works
within 10 minutes of application, grabs dirt
and sebum in pores, lifts away blackheads on
nose. Minimize your pore size for smooth and
clean looking complexion.
$20.00

LUXURY SPA
COLLECTION

SET
OF 8

BATH FIZZERS
S100
BATH FIZZERS - SET OF 4
Relax and enjoy these popular and
trendy bath balls. They are infused
with essential oils to moisturize,
soothe and condition your skin.
Once you drop your 100% natural
bath balls into your tub enjoy
hundreds of fragrant scented
bubbles effervescent. Take your
bath to the next level and bring the
spa home! Each ball is 45 grams.
$20.00

S103

SET OF 4

S101
SILICONE MAKE-UP BLENDERS SET OF 2
This is the newest technology in
makeup applicators, and great
for novices looking for that professional flawless foundation look.
It evenly distributes makeup and
it also prevents waste due to the
nature of the silicone material.
Traditional applicators collect dirt
and bacteria which break out the
skin, this material can be washed
and sanitized after each use.
Great investment!
$20.00

S104

SET OF 2

S100
S101

2

S104
SPONGE MAKE-UP BLENDERS - SET OF 2
Contoured beauty blenders are non-latex and
non-allergenic. This edge-less design provides
maximum and seamless coverage for wet or
dry use. The pointy top is great for hard to reach
places such as around the eyes, mouth and
nose. The round side of the blender is great for
foundation and blush areas such as your forehead, cheeks and chin.
$20.00

SET OF 2
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$3.50 Each

Eliminates Dark Circles
Smooths Bunny Lines
Reduces Laugh Lines
Firms Frown/Marionette Lines

ANTI-AGING
S102

S102
FACE MASK - SET OF 4
Newest in luxury, these sheet
masks are a facial in a packet.
Each mask is filled with different
ingredients to target specific
needs to your skin condition
from firming, brightening,
hydrating and repairing. These
anti-aging masks contours to
your face, locking in the treatment and ensuring maximum
effectiveness giving your collagen and elastin a great boost!
$20.00
4

SET OF 4

J154
DESIGNER
BANGLE
BRACELETS SET OF 6
Handcrafted
bracelets made
with genuine
stones and
crystals.
Set of 6 custom
selected and
color coordinated
bangles

Shown here are
only examples of
what you will receive
in your package.

SPECIAL

Softens Crows Feet

BANGLE

Tightens Forehead Lines

can be worn
as layered and
stacked on your
wrist or worn
individually. Lead
free, nickel free
and one size fits
most. Style and
colors shown are
only examples of
what you will
receive in your
set of 6 bracelets.
Colors and style
could vary slightly.

$21.00
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Hide-A-Way Book
Keep your most precious items safe in this cool, realistic book
with a secret hide-a-way compartment

H835

H809

H808

q

H825 ◆ HIDE-A-WAY BOOK

[libro de camulaje]
'Dream the Impossible' realistic book
hides your valuables in a secret compartment. 413/16" (closed) x 7"x 19/16",
9" (open) x 7" x 19/16".
$20.00

H809 ◆ IRON KEY DÉCOR

[decoración de hierro clave]
Decorative old fashioned iron
key wall décor. 3½" x 9½"x ¹/8".
$18.00

H806

H806 ◆ HEART IRON CROSS

[decoración cruz de hierro]
Decorative iron cross wall décor.
10¼" x 12½" x ¹/8".
$20.00

H825

H808 ◆ 'LOVE' IRON CROSS

[decoración cruz de hierro]
Decorative Iron cross wall décor.
10¼" x 12½" x ¹/8".
$20.00

FOUR COASTERS IN A SET
H700 ◆ 'GOOD' CHARCOAL SLATE COASTERS
[Baldosas de pizarra charcoal posavasos]
Good sentiments. Set of four, rough hewn edge tiles with
non-slip rubber feet. 37/8" Sq.
$18.00

H812

H835 ◆ 'FAITH' WALL
CANVAS

[decoración de la pared de fe]
Inspiring printed wall décor.
4" x 15" x ¾". $18.00

H812 ◆ HOOK IRON
KEY HOLDER

H700
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[decoración de hierro clave]
Iron key wall décor with hooks
to hang keys. 10¼" x 3" x ¹/8".
$20.00
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H826
H831

Wall Art
Words of inspiration

Sold individually for $20.00 each or a 3 piece set for only $49.00

COMBINE
AND
SAVE

H311

H836
H801

H802

H803

H831 ◆ 'BE THANKFUL' WALL
CANVAS [lienzo de pared impreso]
'Be Thankful' printed wall canvas with
twisted jute rope hanger. 4" x 15" x ¾".
$18.00

H826 ◆ 'TODAY' WALL
CANVAS [lienzo de pared impreso]

'Today' printed wall canvas with
twisted jute rope hanger. 4" x 15" x ¾".
$18.00

H836 ◆ 'DREAM' WALL
CANVAS [lienzo de pared impreso]

'Dream' printed wall canvas with
twisted jute rope hanger. 4" x 15" x ¾".
$18.00

H311 ◆ ALWAYS REMEMBER

[lienzo de pared impreso] Inspirational
printed wall canvas with twisted jute
rope hanger. 4" x 15" x ¾". $18.00
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H801 ◆ GRATEFUL & TRULY
BLESSED [decoración de pared]
Inspirational wood wall hanging.
18" x 4" x 11/16". $20.00

H802 ◆ FAMILY IS EVERYTHING [decoración de pared]
Inspirational wood wall hanging.
18" x 4" x 11/16". $20.00

H803 ◆ PRAY. WAIT. TRUST

[decoración de pared]
Inspirational wood wall hanging.
18" x 4" x 11/16". $20.00

H810 ◆ INSPIRATIONAL
HANGING COMBO SET

COMBINE
AND
SAVE

[decoración de pared]
Collect all 3 of the H801, H802 and
H803 Inspirational wood wall hangings for a great discounted price.
$49.00
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H610

Picnic at
the park!

Never Forget
Another Important
Moment

Dentist
11am

H837

H824
H824 ◆ 'RECIPE FOR LOVE'
WOOD WALL HANGING

[decoración de pared] Step by step
recipe for a successful and fulfilling
relationship. 18" x 8". $25.00

Family
Nig ht

H717 ◆ 'IN OUR HOME'
WOOD WALL HANGING

H717

[en nuestro casa del colgante de
pared] Distressed solid wood wall
plaque that will inspire your family
and others. 77/8" x 22¾"x ¾".
$27.00

H610 ◆ DAYS OF THE WEEK
CHALKBOARDS

[dias de pizarra de la semana] Don’t forget!
Chalkboard tiles for each day of the week
strung together with jute rope. 6"x 31"x 1/8".
(Chalk included). $20.00

H837 ◆ ‘FAMILY’ BIRTHDAY WOOD
WALL HANGING

[lienzo de pared impreso] Lets you write individual
family and friends names and birth dates on blank
hearts that link together so you never forget. Comes
with 25 blank hearts. 15¾" x 4¾" x ¼". $30.00
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H800 ◆ ROCKSTAR GIRLS 3D
STICKERS [decoración de pared]

Decorate your favorite space with these
3D rock star girls stickers. Sticker pull off
sheet is 113/8" x 161/8".
$19.00

H822 ◆ GLITTER UNICORN
WOOD WALL HANGING

[decoración de paredes de madera]
Wall hanging plaque with four metal
clips. 15¾" x 71/8" x ¼".
$20.00

H822

$5 SCARF SPECIAL
J124
PACK OF 5
SHAWLS, WRAPS
& SCARVES
ONLY $5 EACH
|bufanda| We hand select an
assortment of 5 shawls, wraps
and scarves for you based on
the current trends, colors and
materials to give you a good
variety for each season that you
can wear with any outfit. From
basics, to color block, to infinities and solids, you will have the
perfect accessory for every
occasion and we only use
100% premium viscose for that
soft and comfortable feel. Great
value! $25.00
The pictures shown are only
examples of what you will
receive in your package.
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H800
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J128
J171

J120 ◆ MOM & DAUGHTER
BAR NECKLACE [collar] Silver

J181

bar necklace with Mom & Daughter
engraving, accented with gold wires.
Perfect for your Mom/Daughter gift
giving. Chain 18"L, extender 3"L,
pendant 1½"W.
$20.00

J171 ◆ STACY BRACELET

[brazelete] Stackable set of 4
bracelets. Dainty and delicate, each
bracelet is crafted with sparkly beads,
polished and textured chains and an
Eiffel tower pendant. Can be worn
with any daily wear or a night out to
standout. Each bracelet measures 6½"
with a 2" extender. $20.00

J369 ◆ MAKE A JOYFUL
NOISE NECKLACE [collar]

Music lovers passion. Graceful
treble clef is engraved with Psalm
100. Chain 18"L, extender 3¼"L,
pendant 1¾"L. $20.00

J150 ◆ CAT NECKLACE

[collar] Cute statements of your

fur baby, this precious silver round
pendant is also embellished with
a gold little paw on top of it.
Chain18"L, extender 3"L, pendant
1" diameter. $20.00

J149 ◆ DOG NECKLACE

[collar] Cute statements of your
fur baby, this precious silver round
pendant is also embellished with
a gold little paw on top of it.
Chain18"L, extender 3"L, pendant
1"W. $20.00

J139

J128 ◆ JACKIE RING [anillo] Classic oval

J125

shape in 1"L onyx stone, framed in a delicate
gold design. This statement ring is stretchable
and can be worn with any outfit. One size fits most.
$18.00

J125 ◆ JACKIE BRACELET [brazelete]
J141

Hammered gold dainty pinch cuff embellished
with ½"L onyx oval stones, the Jackie bracelet is
a stack staple. Adjustable.
$20.00

RINGS &
THINGS

J126 ◆ JACKIE EARRINGS [pendientes]

Adjustable Silver Ring

Classic in design, perfect in size, this onyx stoned
earrings are wearable with any outfit. 1½"L drop.
$18.00

J123

J145

J141 ◆ JACKIE NECKLACE [collar]

J126

Elongated in shape, classically designed with 3
piece onyx stones, followed with dainty chained
tassels. The Jackie necklace is a timeless statement
piece. Length 28", extender 3"L, pendant and
tassel 6"L. $20.00

J181 ◆ SWAROVSKI® GOLD ARROW
NECKLACE [collar] Gold arrow pendant is

highlighted with Swarovski® crystals and hangs
from a 17"L chain with 2"L extender. Pendant is
1"L. $20.00

J139 ◆ THE FAITH LATCH BRACELET

[brazelete] Hammered textured in silver with gold
accent makes this faith bracelet inspirational and
original. A great gift for family and friends also.
Latch closure. One size fits most. $20.00
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J123 ◆ ELSA BRACELET

Adjustable Back

J145 ◆ DOUBLE CROSS
RING [anillo] Distinctly

designed, this double cross ring
has one classic silver and one
sparkling crystal cross laying
side by side. Creating a stackable ring illusion. Adjustable to
most fingers. $20.00

[brazalete] Stackable bracelet
of 4, can be worn together or
individually as well. Each bracelet is unique yet elevated when
all together, ranging from cut
glass crystals to silver beaded
chains. Perfect for any occasion.
Each bracelet measures 6½"
with a 2" extender. $20.00
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W A R M
EARTH
TONES

SILVER STATEMENTS & THEN SOME

J153 ◆ SERENITY
STONE NECKLACE

J351 ◆ PSALM 46:1
NECKLACE [collar]

[collar] With an elongated
update to a classic
silhouette, this serenity
multi color rock stones
with semi precious stone
pendant adds an heirloom inspired touch to
every outfit. Length
20"L, pendant 2"L.
$25.00

J147

J349 ◆ SWEET SALVATION
BRACELET [brazalete] A message

J172

to share. Silver charm bracelet on an
easy slide open bracelet. 7½" diameter.
One size fits most.
$20.00

J172 ◆ CHARMING
STONE NECKLACE [collar] Gold &

beaded chain secures
natural stone and gold
bar charms on a gold
wrapped o-ring. 17"L
chain, 3"L extender.
Charms dangle 3½"L.
$19.00

J147 ◆ THE ALICE BRACELET

[brazelete] For a delicate and sparkling
accent, enhanced with crystal hearts
and crosses, this colorful bracelet will
bring a smile to everyone. Stretchable.
One size fits most. $18.00

J215

J143 ◆ THE JUDY
NECKLACE

[collar] Long in length
and signature in style,
the Judy long pendant
necklace in druzy is sure
to take center stage to
any outfit. Chain 31"L,
pendant 1½"L. $30.00

J151
J151 ◆ HEART OF MOTHER
NECKLACE [collar] Silver heart

Side
View

pendant necklace with cursive mother
engraving and a unique heart cutout
asymmetrically, perfect gift for mom’s
everyday wear. Chain 17"L, extender
2½"L, pendant 7/8"L. $18.00

J122 ◆ CHARMING
GOLD STACKABLE BRACELETS

[brazelete] 4 versatile
interchangeable bracelets, the combination is
endless. An assortment
of crystal beads, gold
pendant and dainty
chains, these details gives
the bohemian style a
dressier flair. Each bracelet measures 6½" with a
2" extender. $20.00

J155

J155 ◆ SERENITY CROSS
BRACELET [brazelete] Multi color

Silver pendant spirals
Psalm 46:1 scripture accented
with charm, pearl and crystal
accents. Chain 17"L,
extender 3"L,
pendant 1¼"L.
$20.00

J215 ◆ 'STAR OF DAVID'
NECKLACE [collar] Silver 'Star

of David' pendant on a delicate
silver chain. Chain 16"L, extender
3"L, pendant 5/8"L. $18.00

J260
J574

J226 ◆ INFINITE FAITH
NECKLACE [collar] Hammered

J153

silver pendant with a single crystal
accent is inscribed with a cross and
the word 'FAITH'. Chain 16"L,
extender 3"L, pendant 1¼"L.
$20.00

natural rock stones with gold cross
accent, cute and trendy for everyday
wear. Approx. 3" stretch, one size fits
most. $20.00

J260 ◆ CURVED CROSS
EARRINGS [pendientes] Elegant

J226

curved silver cross earrings with long
curved hook backs. 1½"L. $16.00

J83 ◆ PAW PRINT EARRINGS

[pendientes] Calling all animal lovers.
Austrian crystal stones inset these
silver post earrings. ½" diameter.
Also a great way to show team or
school spirit. $20.00

J574 ◆ PAW PRINT
NECKLACE [collar] A hit with

lovers of every breed. Austrian
crystal stones pendant necklace.
15"L with 2"L extender. $20.00

J83

J560 ◆ SCRIPTURE WRAP
BRACELET [brazelete] Silver
J143
J122
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wrap bracelet with crystal accents
displays 1 Corinthians 13:4-8
scripture. Approx. 4½" stretch,
one size fits most. $25.00

J560
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SWAROVSKI
CLARITY
SWAROVSKI
COLOR &
SPARKLE
SWAROVSKI
QUALITY
SWAROVSKI
FACETS
& CUTS

J165
J165
CRYSTAL CIRCLE POST
EARRINGS

[pendientes]
Elegant and versatile
crystal encrusted circle
post earrings. Hypoallergenic. ½" diameter.
$20.00
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J175

J160

J175
‘SMILE’
CRYSTAL BAR
NECKLACE

J160
TWO STONE
OVAL CRYSTAL
NECKLACE

[collar] Crystal
encrusted. Perfect for
every day accent or
the little black dress.
Pendant - 1"L
Chain - 17"L
Extender - 2"L
$20.00

J169
J169
TWO CRYSTAL
STONE OVAL DROP
EARRINGS

[pendientes]
Just the right size. French
clasp closure drop earrings.
Hypoallergenic. 11/8"L.
$20.00

[collar] Wearable
and elegant. Check
out our matching
earrings ‘J169’ below.
Pendant - ½"L
Chain - 17"L
Extender - 2"L
$20.00

J179
J179
CRYSTAL SPIRAL
SEMI HOOP EARRINGS

[pendientes] A classy twist on
an elegant, crystal studded
semi hoop earrings. Hypo
allergenic. 1" diameter.
$25.00

J164
J164
CRYSTAL
HEART
PENDANT
NECKLACE

[collar]
Show your love
every day with this
adorable piece.
Pendant - ¼"L
Chain - 17"L
Extender - 2"L
$20.00

J177
J177
CRYSTAL
CROSS
NECKLACE

[collar]
The perfect
necklace.
Gorgeous and
always in style.
Pendant - 1"L
Chain - 17"L
Extender - 2"L
$20.00

J161
J161
CRYSTAL
CLOVER
PENDANT
NECKLACE

[collar]
Stylish with
magnificent
sparkles.
Pendant - ¾"L
Chain - 17"L
Extender - 2"L
$20.00

J176
J176
CRYSTAL ‘V’
PENDANT
NECKLACE

[collar]
Versatile and great
for all occasions.
Perfect for gift giving.
Pendant - ¾"L
Chain - 17"L
Extender - 2"L
$20.00

J173
J173
CRYSTAL CROSS
PEEK-A-BOO
EARRINGS

[pendientes] Crystal
encrusted crosses dangle
from simple crystal stud
earrings. Hypoallergenic.
1½"L.
$20.00

Each piece comes in our
signature packaging
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& DON’T
FORGET
THE
OTHER
HALF
J156

J156 ◆ STAINLESS STEEL
MONEY CLIP [clip de dinero]

Timeless design since early 1900’s,
creates a classic look for this stainless
steel money clip. Can be engraved
for that personal touch and a great
gift for your loved ones. 2"L x 1"L.
$20.00

J755 ◆ BLACK LEATHER WALLET

J157

[catera de cuero] Black genuine leather,
tri-fold wallet is classic in design and
functional in everyday use.
Closed 3¾"L x 4"L, Open 9"L x 4"L.
$20.00

J157 ◆ THE COLLINS
NECKLACE [collar]

Masculine and inspirational,
the Collins necklace features
a triple cross 3-D bar pendant
on a black leather strand.
Understated and unique.
Length 20"L, pendent 1"L.
$20.00

J755

J157

